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the most satisfying aspect of mickey virus is its humor, some of which touches the unexpected. there is a kamayani playing a virtuoso violin (she likes to strum along on rhythm guitar) and a sketch involving an internet dating site for adults (like grindr), prompting elli to
explain in an intense monologue why shes so repulsed by that word. the twist ending is totally unexpected. its a bravura bit of hand-wringing detective work and once you find out its here, the movie goes into overdrive to sell the suspense. at times, so much hustle is thrown
at us that we get a bit itchy and unsure about its integrity. for its wild twists and even wilder dog-chasing, mickey virus feels more like a romp than a thriller. the only thing more tangential than varma's plot is the scene where the lead characters are setting up an actual
office for hackers and their pranks. there, varma effortlessly juggles comedy, romance, and the thrill of being cockeyed (it is impressively shot in crisp color), and the most notable thing about this film, which makes it crowd-pleasing as well as logical. to many casual movie-
goers, this style of comedy may have passed them by and they may be asking, what is this bollywood version of a cyber-thriller? in our experience, they may be surprised to find out that the story of a diamond smuggler who learns that he has to smuggle his own loot is
straightforward stuff, that the suspense revolves around how the cops catch their man and not whether the gang of thieves can outwit him, and that the characters are played by actors who know how to roll with the punches.
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